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Searching for a data management solution to
organize and store rock and fluid data?

Over the past 20 years, GeoMark has developed the industry's largest Rock & Fluid database 
(RFDbase) which has providing GeoMark with specialized skillsets to manage and access rock 

and fluid data at a large scale whilst enhancing accessibility to end users. RFDbase is recognized 
by E&P companies worldwide as their preferred and trusted Rock & Fluid database solution.

 ORGANIZE ACCESSLOCATE
Looking for a solution
that will simplify the
location of your rock 

and fluid data?

   

In search of a product
to organize your rock 
and fluid data into a 

single database?

Want to access your
rock and fluid data from

anywhere in the
world?

GEOMARK'S ROCK & FLUID DATABASING SOLUTIONS

GeoMark now offers several levels of service to help customers locate, organize and access subsurface data in a single 
and efficient secure platform. Our proven solution allows for the capture and standardization of rock and fluid datasets, 
whilst standardizing nomenclature across various vendor datasets and vintages. 

RFDpro

RFDpro is customized to fit your needs with services ranging from cloud-based software solutions installed safely behind 
your firewall, to loading of single project rock and fluid data restricted to assigned project teams.

RFDpro offers the usual benefits and interface of RFDbase with access 
to client proprietary data. GeoMark can also assist in legacy data 
loading, including data QC by our team of geoscientists to ensure data 
integrity . This ensures all users have access to relevant data without 
the need to assign internal resources for data loading and 
maintenance.

To quickly search and access your rock and fluid data we offer:
Ÿ Direct data download for consumption within your application of 

choice.
Ÿ Web API connection to sync RFDpro with other data services.
Ÿ Customized templates option to assist with in-house data loading.
Ÿ GeoMark's Spotfire dashboard which provides a platform to 

dynamically view your data on industry standard interpretive plots.

Want to learn more?
Contact the RFDbase team: rfdbase@geomarkresearch.com 
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